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Abstract – In the machine learning field, feature selection is
used to discard the redundant information and improve the learning accuracy. In this paper, the redundant information is reused
in the learning of partial least squares method within the frame of
multitask learning. This newly proposed method is used to solve
the multivariate calibration problem, a classic problem in the analytical chemistry field. Results on three data sets collected using
fluorescence spectroscopy show that multitask learning can help
to improve the prediction accuracy of partial least squares method
greatly.
Keywords: Partial Least Squares, Multitask Learning, Feature
Selection, Multivariate Calibration

1 Introduction
Feature selection is important during the machine learning
process, because it can help to select the relevant features
and improve the accuracy of learning machines [1, 2, 3].
After feature selection, how to treat the features not selected
is still a problem.
In the past few years, a concept named multitask learning(MTL) [4, 5] was proposed to use the redundancy information. This MTL method uses some features not selected
as extra output targets and obtains better results than other
methods does which either uses all the features as input or
does not use the features not selected any more. Yet, in the
previous work, the base learning method used are mainly
k-nearest neighborhood, or artificial neural networks, accuracy improved by MTL is so slight that the researchers
claimed MTL was only proper to be used in the cases that
even slight improvements were needed[5].
Partial least squares(PLS) method [6, 7] which can build
linear regression model has proved to be useful in situations when the number of observed features is significantly
greater than the number of observations and high multicollinearity among the features exists. This method is especially suit for the chemical data and is a frequently used
method in the chemometrics field. But PLS are also prone
to overfitting especially when the number of features are
greatly more than the number of examples, thus, feature selection methods also play an important role in the learning
process of PLS. However, in the previous work, features not
selected are always discarded and not input into the later
PLS model any longer. Motivated by this, we try use the
MTL concept to improve the accuracy of PLS method.

Multivariate calibration is a classic problem in the analytical chemistry field[8, 9], which provide a convenient
way to determine several components in a mixture within
only one experimental step, without the tedious operation
of pre-separation of these components[10]. In these multivariate calibration problems, there are many redundant features collected in the experiments, they will speed up the
overfitting phenomena of the learning machine, so feature
selection is used. The usually used methods is genetic algorithm, but it computes heavily, then clustering methods
as Kohonen neural networks are used, these methods can
effectively eliminate the redundant features [11, 12]. How
about MTL combined with PLS to treat the multivariate calibration problems?
In this paper, we are going to combine MTL with the
PLS regression method to address the multivariate calibration problems in the analytical chemistry. The rest of this
paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the
learning methods and the feature selection method used in
this paper; Section 3 introduces the experimental data sets;
Section 4 gives the computation results of the comparative
learning methods using the leave-one-out cross validation
method; this paper is ended up with discussions in Section
5.
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2.1

Learning methods
Partial Least Squares Method

Partial least squares(PLS) regression algorithm can build
linear regression models, and it has proved to be useful in
situations when the number of observed features is significantly greater than the number of observations and high
multicollinearity among the features exists. Since PLS regression method is not widely known in the fusion field, we
will describe it in brief first.
Suppose the input features X ⊂ Rn and output targets
Y ⊂ Rm , PLS proposed by Wold[6, 13], uses a robust procedure, a nonlinear iterative partial least squares(NIPALS)
algorithm [14], to solve a singular value decomposition
problem. A modification [15, 16] of the classic PLS method
can be described as in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 1, there are two loops. The inner loop is used to
extract the score vector t and its corresponding latent vector
u. The outer loop is used to sequentially extract the latent
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Randomly initialize u
w = XT u
t = Xw, t ← t/ktk
c = YT t
u = Yc, u ← u/kuk
Repeat steps S2.–S5. until convergence
Subtract X, Y matrices: X ← X − ttT X, Y ←
Y − ttT Y
Repeat S1.–S7. until the rank of X is reached

Fig. 1: A nonlinear iteration partial least squares algorithm
vectors t, u and the weight vectors w, c from X and Y
matrices in decreasing order of their corresponding singular
values.
The PLS regression model can be written in matrix form
as [16]

Table 1: The terms used in the multitask learning procedure
Term
Main Task
Selected Inputs
Extra Features
Extra Inputs

Extra Outputs

STD

Y = XB + F
STD+IN
where B is an (n × m) matrix of the regression coefficients
and F is an (N × m) matrix of residuals. The matrix B has
the form [16]

STD+OUT

B = XT U(TT XXT U)−1 TT Y
where the T and U are (N × p) matrices of the extracted p
latent vectors, N is the number of cases.
As kernel methods is becoming an ad hoc topic, researchers have kernelized the PLS method to make it treat
nonlinear data. Compared with other kernel methods as
ν-support vector machines, kernel principal component regression and kernel ridge regression methods, experiments
showed kernel-PLS performed better[16]. More and more
people besides the chemometrics researchers are interested
in the study of PLS method[17].
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2.2 Multitask Learning
Multitask learning(MTL) [4, 5] is a form of inductive transfer that is applicable to any learning method that can share
part of what is learned between multiple tasks. In this paper,
we demonstrate will PLS method to address the multivariate calibration problem within the frame of MTL.
The basic idea of MTL is to use the selected features as
the input feature set, and combine the target values with
some of the discarded features as the target output. In the
previous study, it has proved to help improve the accuracy
of learning process. The terms used here is according to the
previous work [5], they are arranged as in Table 1.
MTL has used many popular learning algorithms as the
base learning machine such as k-nearest neighborhood, artificial neural networks, even support vector machines, etc.,
but obtain slight improvements [5]. Here we will apply it
on the PLS method, to see if it can help to obtain better
performance.
In this work we will show three real world problems that
have benefited from using some of the features that feature
selection have discarded as Extra Inputs or Extra Outputs
instead. The procedure we will use is shown in Fig. 2.

Explanation
The output target values to be
learned
The features selected as inputs in all
experiments
The features selected from the discarded features
The extra features selected from the
discarded features when used as inputs
The same extra features selected
from the discarded features when
used as outputs
Standard PLS using the Selected Inputs as inputs and only the Main
Task as outputs
Uses the Extra Features as Extra Inputs to learn the Main Task
Uses the Extra Features as Extra
Outputs in paralleled with the Main
Task using the Selected Inputs as inputs

Select the Selected Inputs and Extra Features using the Kohonen feature selection method in subsection 2.3
Train an STD model using Selected Inputs as inputs and only Main Task as outputs
Train an STD+IN model using Selected Inputs
plus Extra Features as inputs and only Main Task
as outputs
Train an STD+OUT model using Selected Inputs
as inputs and Main Task plus Extra Features as
outputs
Fig. 2: The multitask leaning procedure

2.3

Feature Selection Method

Feature selection is an important issue in the machine learning field, it can remove the irrelevant features and make the
learning more efficiently and accurately. Many feature selection methods have been proposed [1, 2, 3] in which unsupervised methods using clustering methods are popular
methods, they can obtain the representative features as the
selected subset [12, 18] and compute efficiently.
Kohonen neural network [19] has been used as the feature selection method for multivariate calibration problem
[12] to improve the prediction accuracy. In this method,
data is clustered according to the Euclidean distance of each
feature vectors using the Kohonen neural network, then the
features near the center of clusters are selected as Selected
Inputs, and the other not selected features are ranked according to the closeness with the Selected Inputs. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 3, in which p denotes the number
of Selected Inputs, and e, the number of Extra Features, is
defined as
max(min(p − m, n − p − 20, N − m), 0),

S3

Clustering using Kohonen neural network
Select the features near the center of the clusters
as Selected Inputs, usually the number of Selected
Inputs is less than the number of the clusters
Rank the features not selected according to closeness with the selected p features, and select e Extra Features with the highest closeness

Fig. 3: The feature selection algorithm for multitask learning using Kohonen neural networks
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This expression is considered of many factors such as the
PLS model and the noise features, in which p − m and
N −m are used to limit the total number of outputs because
the number of outputs can not exceed either the number of
inputs or the number of cases, n − p − 20 is used to discard some noise features, we choose the minimal of three
numbers, and must keep it nonnegative.
This method is implemented using the neural network
toolbox of MATLAB [20], Euclidean distance is used in
the Kohonen neural networks.
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Fig. 4: Fluorescence Spectra of the first Data set. (Unit of
the horizontal axis is nm)
and for the whole, it is

v
u X
u1 m
RMSE = t
RMSE2j ,
m j=1

3 Experimental data sets
The data sets used in this work consists of three different multivariate calibration data sets, all three are collected
by fluorescence spectrometry[21], the number of features,
cases and target values are listed in Table 2. It is interesting
that there are two characteristics on all the data sets.

300

e
where yij
means the jth predicted target value of ith example, yij means the jth real target value of ith example, N
denotes the number of examples and m denotes the number
of target values in the Main Task of each example, which is
2 or 3 as in Table 2.

• There are many redundant features, and the features of
data set I are shown in Fig. 4;

4 Results of computation

• Because of the cost on the experiments, the number of
cases are always rather less than the number of features;

Data sets in section 3 have been processed. Firstly, feature selection using Kohonen neural networks have been
performed, then, PLS is used to perform a LOOCV computation under three cases as the procedure in Fig. 2.
As the number of the Selected Inputs increases, results of the RMSE on all three data sets in different
cases are plotted on Fig. 5-7. Some statistical results
are listed in Table 3, in which the smallest error in three
cases is defined as RMSEms , RMSEmi and RMSEmo
respectively, the average error is defined as RMSEas ,
RMSEai and RMSEao respectively, the maximal distance
of RMSE between the cases of STD and STD+IN, STD
and STD+OUT, STD+IN and STD+OUT is defined as
RMSEmdsi , RMSEmdso and RMSEmdio respectively, the
average distance of RMSE between the cases of STD and
STD+IN, STD and STD+OUT, STD+IN and STD+OUT is
defined as RMSEadsi , RMSEadso and RMSEadio respectively.
From Fig. 5-7 and Table 3, we can see that on the multivariate calibration problems,

Table 2: The property of the multivariate calibration data
sets

data set
I
II
III

num of feat.
211
141
116

num of cases
23
17
17

num of targets
3
2
2

3.1 Assessment of Regression Quality
Since the size of each data set is small, we use the leaveone-out cross validation(LOOCV) technique to evaluate the
above learning methods with the common used measures
root mean square error (RMSE), for the jth component, it
is defined as
v
u
N
u1 X
t
RMSEj =
(y e − yij )2 ,
N i=1 ij

4.1

MTL on different number of Selected Inputs

• Most features, about nine out of ten, are redundant,
PLS with about one tenth of features can obtain the
highest accuracy;
• Feature selection can improve the accuracy to some
degree compared with the total feature subset, but the
improvements are slight;
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Fig. 5: Results of RMSE as the number of Selected Inputs
increases on Data Set I
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Fig. 7: Results of RMSE as the number of Selected Inputs
increases on Data Set III
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Table 3: Some statistical results for different learning methods
Metric
RMSEms
RMSEmi
RMSEmo
RMSEas
RMSEai
RMSEao
RMSEmdsi
RMSEmdso
RMSEmdio
RMSEadsi
RMSEadso
RMSEadio
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RMSE
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DataSet I
1.0253
1.0175
0.3379
1.2861
1.2311
0.5107
0.2607
1.0057
1.0145
0.0550
0.7754
0.7203

DataSet II
0.2219
0.2188
0.0094
0.2350
0.2326
0.0158
0.0131
0.2381
0.2451
0.0024
0.2192
0.2168

DataSet III
0.2877
0.2819
0.0244
0.3411
0.3468
0.0513
0.0514
0.3792
0.3885
-0.0057
0.2898
0.2955

Fig. 6: Results of RMSE as the number of Selected Inputs
increases on Data Set II
• Multitask learning can help to improve the prediction
accuracy greatly, the error of STD+OUT is about one
third of that of STD or STD+IN cases on Data Set I,
even one twentieth on Data Set II, and one tenth on
Data Set III.

4.2 MTL on different number of Extra Outputs
We select the feature subset in which the number of Selected Inputs is about one third of N, the number of cases,
using Kohonen feature selection method, then we use the
Selected Inputs as input and use the Extra Features plus the
Main Task as outputs to build the PLS model. As the number of Extra Ouputs increases in STD+OUT case results of
RMSE are plotted on Fig. 8-Fig. 10, Results of RMSE are
also computed in the cases of STD and STD+IN and plotted
on Fig. 8-Fig. 10.
From Fig. 8-Fig. 10, we can see that when the Extra Features are used as Extra Outputs in STD+OUT case, RMSE
is rapidly decreasing as the number increases and then kept
stable until 10 plus features are used. However, when the

Extra Features are used as Extra Inputs in STD+IN case,
slight improvements and no explicit rules on the improvements can be obtained.

5

Discussions

Beyond our imagination, on multivariate calibration problems multitask learning using partial least squares(PLS)
method can obtain so inspiring results. This owns to the
special algorithm of PLS, which uses a robust NIPALS [14]
to solve the singular value decomposition of the product
X T Y of the input matrix and output matrix. So when PLS
method uses the Extra Features as the output target values
in the multivariate calibration problems, the Extra Outputs
exert constraints on the PLS regression model and depress
the overfitting, then PLS can obtain more precision models
and give less error prediction values on the test examples.
The same procedure has been performed on the same
data sets using other learning methods like artificial neural networks, which does not show much improvement on
the prediction.
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Fig. 8: Results of RMSE as the number of Extra Ouputs
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